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From a Network of Computed Reaction Enthalpies to Atom-Based
Thermochemistry (NEAT)
Attila G. Csszr* and Tibor Furtenbacher[a]
Abstract: A simple and fast, weighted,
linear least-squares refinement protocol and code is presented for inverting
the information contained in a network
of quantum chemically computed 0 K
reaction enthalpies. This inversion
yields internally consistent 0 K enthalpies of formation for the species of the
network. The refinement takes advanACHTUNGREtage of the fact that the accuracy of
computed enthalpies depends strongly
on the quantum-chemical protocol employed for their determination. Different protocols suffer from different
sources of error; thus, the reaction enthalpies computed by them have
“random” residual errors. Since it is
much more natural for quantum-chemical energy and enthalpy results, including reaction enthalpies, to be based on
the electronic ground states of the
atoms and not on the historically preferred elemental states, and since these
two possible protocols can be converted into each other straightforwardly, it
is proposed that first-principles thermo-

chemistry should employ the ground
electronic states of atoms. In this
scheme, called atom-based thermochemistry (AT), the enthalpy of formation of a gaseous compound corresponds simply to the total atomization
energy of the species; it is always positive, and it reflects the bonding
strength within the molecule. The inversion protocol developed and based
on AT is termed NEAT, which represents the fact that the protocol proceeds from a network of computed reaction enthalpies toward atom-based
thermochemistry, most directly to
atom-based enthalpies of formation.
After assembling a database that consisted of 361 ab initio reactions and reKeywords: ab initio calculations ·
enthalpies of formation · NEAT
(network of computed reaction enthalpies to atom-based thermochemistry) · reaction enthalpies ·
thermochemistry · thermodynamics

Introduction
There are several databases[1–9]—unfortunately often with
rather different internal and overall accuracies—that contain
thermochemical information, most importantly temperature-
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action enthalpies involving 188 species,
collected from 31 literature sources,
the following dependable 0 K atombased enthalpies of formation, DfH AT
0 ,
all in kJ mol1, have been obtained by
means of NEAT: H2 = 432.07(0), CH =
334.61(15), NH = 327.69(25), OH =
425.93(21), HF = 566.13(31), CO =
1072.08(28), O2 = 493.51(34), CH2 =
752.40(21), H2O = 918.05(20), HO2 =
694.53(32), CO2 = 1597.77(40), CH3 =
1209.64(29), NH3 = 1157.44(33), C2H2 =
1625.78(40), and CH4 = 1641.68(40), in
which the uncertainty values given in
parentheses represent 95 % confidence
intervals. The average deviation of
these values from the well-established
active thermochemical tables (ATcT)
values is a mere 0.25 kJ mol1, with a
maximum deviation of 0.7 kJ mol1.
This shows that the use of a large
number of ab initio reaction enthalpies
within a NEAT-type protocol has considerable advantages over the sequential utilization of the ab initio information.

dependent enthalpies of formation and heat capacities. The
deposited thermochemical data are important in such diverse scientific and engineering areas as understanding the
chemical and physical basis of star formation, the chemistry
of the atmospheres of planets and moons, feasibility of
chemical reactions,[10] combustion research and the development of combustion engines, and process safety analysis in
the chemical industry.[11] It is therefore highly useful that
there be a straightforward correspondence between the enthalpies of formation of species deposited in databases and
the reaction enthalpies involving these species needed for
most specific applications. Even if just the gas-phase enthalpies of formation of a limited number of compounds are
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available over a limited temperature range, based on a
number of reasonable assumptions, like the simplification of
the reactants (using, for example, the analogue reaction hypotheses[12]), the at least partial neglect of certain solvent,
pressure, and temperature effects, and the use of certain
bond-energy and/or Benson protocols,[13, 14] one can arrive at
thermochemical quantities of sufficient accuracy for several
of the complex applications mentioned. Nevertheless, improving the accuracy and extending the range of thermochemical data deposited in databases should be an ongoing
effort from as many directions as possible.
Over the last decade or so there has been a surge of interest in the determination of accurate thermochemical data,
which can be achieved either experimentally or by means of
what can be called estimation techniques of different
sophistication. The modern blossom of thermochemistry is
due to several factors besides the genuine interest in its
quantities. First, there has been considerable improvement
in the experimental techniques needed to produce thermochemical quantities of interest, ranging from the availability
of new and reliable calorimeters to sophisticated measurements using advanced laser spectroscopy (e.g., refs. [15] and
[16]). Since our own efforts reported herein constitute a basically computational contribution to the field, these experimental developments are mentioned but are not treated further. Second, there has been a phenomenal progress in the
development of new estimation techniques.[17] Perhaps the
most promising among these for smaller molecules is firstprinciples (ab initio) thermochemistry, which utilizes the
considerable recent developments in electronic structure
and nuclear motion techniques and the hardware on which
they are running. The accuracy of the computed first-principles enthalpies of formation is helped by the use of properly
chosen reaction schemes. The proper construction and the
utility of such schemes has been clarified recently,[18] thus offering improved capabilities for computational thermochemistry of larger systems. The related theoretical developments
are reviewed below in more detail. Third, the traditional,
historical view, namely, that thermochemistry should be independent from atomic information and that the standard
enthalpy of formation of a molecule is best defined if it corresponds to the enthalpy change upon formation from the
elements in their standard states has been questioned.[19–23]
According to the traditional convention, the standard enthalpy of formation of all elements is zero, independent of
the temperature. This convention became a considerable
hindrance in modern times since, for example, the elements
in their standard states may form gases, liquids, or solids of
different constitution. Furthermore, as argued by Sanderson,[19,20] the explanation of chemistry and especially thermochemistry on the basis of atomization enthalpies has obvious
and considerable advantages. Another argument favoring
what one might call atom-based thermochemistry (AT) over
an element-based one comes from von Szentply,[22,23] who
recently showed several examples in which the change to
AT revealed highly useful linear relationships, which exhibit
predictive power, between the atomization enthalpies of
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solids and molecules. Note that, in this respect, quantumchemical techniques are bound to have an ever greater role
in thermochemistry. This provides a further argument in
favor of AT: it is much more natural to reference the results
of ab initio energy and enthalpy computations to the ground
electronic states of atoms rather than to standard states of
the elements. For example, the C atom can be subjected to
straightforward, high-accuracy electronic structure computations, but graphite, upon which DfH8ACHTUNGRE(Cgas) is historically
based, cannot be.
The focal-point analysis (FPA) approach[24, 25] to electronic
structure theory was developed in the very early 1990s to
meet the stringent accuracy requirements of high-resolution
molecular spectroscopy. The most distinguishing design features of the FPA approach are its composite nature and the
fact that it facilitates the determination of reasonable uncertainties for the computed quantities (mostly relative energies). Of course, the FPA approach was immediately used
for the purposes of conformational analysis[26] and also for
computational thermochemistry.[27] For the latter, the accuracy requirements were usually considerably more relaxed,
especially at the time of those early publications. The composite nature of FPA means that it considers not only valence electronic energies and their differences but also effects that are usually considered to be small: core correlation,[28] a variety of relativistic effects to move beyond nonrelativistic electronic structure theory,[29–31] and diagonal
Born–Oppenheimer corrections (DBOC)[32] to move beyond
the BO approximation and thus allow one to gauge the accuracy of the traditional (non)relativistic BO results. The
FPA approach requires the layout of a two-dimensional grid
that separates one-electron and many-electron approximations inherent in most electronic structure theories that can
be applied to a wide range of molecules. After extrapolating
to the appropriate one- and many-particle limits, and assuming additivity for the different small corrections, one arrives at the final (relative) energies and, just as importantly,
their uncertainties. Over the years, the FPA approach found
a large number of applications.[33–37] In spectroscopy, for example, it allowed the determination of an adiabatic potential
energy surface for the water molecule, which yielded, for
the first time, first-principles, variationally determined rovibrational energy levels accurate to better than 1 cm1 in an
average sense.[37] In thermochemistry, it allowed, for example, the anchoring of the proton affinity scale of molecules
in the gas phase[34] and it also proved to be important in an
IUPAC effort to determine accurate enthalpies of formation
of small radicals.[2] The apparent success of the FPA approach resulted in the belief that “[ab initio] theory
achieved a status whereby it can surpass or at least match
the accuracy of (most) experiments”.[35]
One of the distinctive design features of the FPA approach is that it does not specify particular levels of electronic structure theory; it just calls for the extension of the
study to the highest levels of theory affordable. Consequently, the success of the composite FPA approach has been exploited by several groups who came up with restrictive but
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“black-box”-type schemes that did specify the levels of
theory to be used during the computations. Many of the
high-quality ab initio thermochemical approaches in use
today, including the Gaussian n (n = 1–4),[38–41] the Weizmann n (n = 1–4),[42–45] the HEAT,[46–48] and the correlationconsistent composite (ccCA) approaches,[49, 50] and, to some
extent, the complete basis set (CBS)[51, 52] and the multicoefficient correlation (MCCM)[53–55] methods, can be considered
approaches with fixed prescriptions about the levels of
theory to be used within the generic composite FPA scheme.
These “black-box” approaches are highly useful, though
usually they do not provide a straightforward way to estimate the residual uncertainties of the computed quantities.
However accurate the sophisticated first-principles thermochemical computations have become, it should be admitted that over the last few years “experiment” took back its
leading role over “theory”. The reason is that Ruscic and
co-workers could substantially improve the overall accuracy
of the “experimental” enthalpies of formation by means of
the active thermochemical tables (ATcT) approach.[56–59]
Ruscic et al. demonstrated convincingly that by moving
away from a sequential utilization of thermochemical information and by using all available experimental information
in a grand weighted linear least-squares approach, one can
come up with more accurate, more reliable, and internally
more consistent thermochemical values, most importantly
enthalpies of formation. The linear inversion procedure that
underlies the ATcT approach is basically the same as that
which has been used by spectroscopists[60–62] for a long time
to invert the experimentally measured transition information and determine rovibrational energy levels with improved uncertainties. A particular realization of the spectroscopic weighted linear least-squares refinement procedure
by us was termed MARVEL,[61, 63, 64] meaning, measured
active rotational–vibrational energy levels. It has been used,
for example, to obtain highly accurate rotational–vibrational
energy levels of water isotopologues[65] and should help to
come up with accurate molecular line lists for larger species
as well.
We had several purposes with the present study. First, we
wanted to extend the capabilities of the MARVEL approach
and code so that it can be used for the benefit of first-principles thermochemistry. What is involved and how this was
achieved is described in the Theoretical Background section
below. The thermochemical protocol and code developed
was termed NEAT, in reference to the fact that we are
moving from a network of computed reaction enthalpies
toward atom-based thermochemistry. Second, we wanted to
collect accurate reaction enthalpy information computed ab
initio. By utilizing this collected information, we were able
to investigate the true accuracy of the different FPA and
FPA-based protocols. Our findings are discussed in the Results and Discussion section. Third, we wanted to investigate
and demonstrate what one could gain by shifting the reference states in thermochemistry from elements to atoms. It is
proposed that ab initio thermochemistry should be further
developed based on a scale determined by the lowest elec-
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tronic states of the atoms rather than the “historical” standard states of the elements. The two scales can be related to
each other in a straightforward manner, but for the purposes
of error analysis of the quantum-chemical results, the proposed switch in the scale seems preferable. Related results
are discussed also in the Results and Discussion section. The
paper ends with a Conclusion.

Theoretical Background
Hereby we present a short summary of the simple and fast weighted
linear least-squares theory behind the NEAT protocol. The applied
method and the code, written in C + + , are built upon the MARVEL
theory,[61] which has been applied successfully in the area of high-resolution molecular spectroscopy. Similarly to MARVEL, the NEAT protocol
took advantage of some of the previously reported results of Flaud
et al.,[60] Ruscic et al.,[56] and Watson.[66]
Determination of the enthalpy of formation of a molecule from a network of (computed) reaction enthalpies is based principally upon the following steps: 1) Collect ab initio reaction enthalpy data (values and uncertainties) into a single database that employs a well-defined and universal format. 2) Select the so-called unambiguous reactions. We call a reaction unambiguous if it contains only one unknown species (reactant or
product) that is not defined by an earlier unambiguous reaction within
the database. 3) Use the selected reactions for setting up a vector that
contains all the chosen reaction enthalpies, another one that comprises
the requested enthalpies of formation, and a sparse matrix, usually called
the design matrix, which basically describes the stoichiometry within the
given reaction ensemble. 4) Solve the resulting set of overdetermined
linear equations that correspond to the chosen pair of vectors and the inversion (design) matrix. During solution of the set of linear equations,
uncertainties in the calculated reaction enthalpies can be incorporated,
which results in uncertainties for the determined enthalpies of formation.
Database: The principal input for the NEAT code is a list of Nr-calculated reaction enthalpies. The data to be deposited include values of the
(computed) reaction enthalpies, Dr H0 ðiÞ, together with their associated
uncertainties, di (i = 1, …, Nr), coupling Nf enthalpies of formation with
values Df H0 ð jÞ (j = 1, …, Nf ). The relation between reaction enthalpy and
enthalpies of formation for a sample gaseous reaction [Eq. (1)] is shown
in Equation (2):
xR1 ðgÞ þ yR2 ðgÞ ! aP1 ðgÞ þ bP2 ðgÞ

ð1Þ

Dr H0 ¼ ½fa Df H0 ðP1 Þ þ b Df H0 ðP2 Þg  fx Df H0 ðR1 Þ þ y Df H0 ðR2 Þg

ð2Þ

In Equation (1), R1 and R2 are the reactants, P1 and P2 are the products,
and x, y, a, and b are stoichiometric factors. Figure 1 shows a pictorial
representation of Equation (1). For the sake of simplicity, during this
study the temperature was chosen as T = 0 K. Other temperature choices
are, of course, possible; most common among these is T = 298.15 K, but
would lead to further complications in the assessment of the accuracy of
the computed reaction enthalpies.
After some (admittedly incomplete) search of the literature, 31 publications[9, 18, 27, 33–36, 44, 46, 48, 67–87] were identified that directly reported 0 K ab
initio reaction enthalpies of interest to us. For some tests, the database
formed was augmented with enthalpies of formation computed with the
help of the Gaussian 03 program package[88] and its built-in, one-click facility for determining 0 K enthalpies for species of interest according to
the G1,[38] G2,[39] G2MP2,[89] G3,[40] and W1U[90] protocols.
To help critical evaluation and tracking of the computed reaction enthalpies as well as the NEAT enthalpies of formation even after a prolonged
time, the dataset compiled must also contain information about the sources of the computed results. Therefore, besides the obvious data (i.e., the
actual reactions and the computed reaction enthalpies and their uncer-
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gies, in which n is the number of electrons in the valence shell. These are
the uncertainties that have been entered into our database along with the
computed atomization energies from this source (09KlRuTeBi).[77] In
most other cases, perhaps the only way to come up with a reasonable uncertainty is to assign a mean uncertainty to the computed reaction enthalpies based on the performance of the model chemistry for a number of
investigated systems. Of course, this way one could grossly fail for many
of the reactions that deviate from the average accuracy of the model
chemistry either in a positive or a negative sense. Thus, to achieve an internally consistent dataset, adjustment of the uncertainties for many of
the computed reaction enthalpy entries is mandatory. The 2s uncertainties attached originally by us to the computed reaction enthalpies can be
checked in Table S1 of the Supporting Information.

Figure 1. Pictorial representation of the NEAT protocol, which, after an
inversion, leads to 0 K enthalpies of formation (DfH0) from computed reaction enthalpies (DrH0).

tainties), the same dataset gives each data source a tag based on the year
of publication and the names of the authors. This tag is used throughout
the NEAT procedure to provide a unique identifier of the primary data
sources. Each computed reaction enthalpy has an individual label that involves this tag and a sequence number of the reaction enthalpy in the
original publication. The complete dataset built, including the tags, is
given in Table S1 of the Supporting Information.
Enlargement of the database, should further or revised computed data
become available, involves simply adding extra lines to the reaction enthalpy file presented as the Supporting Information to this work. Thus,
we plan to use the dataset in an active way,[56] which means that rerunning the NEAT procedure is envisioned on a regular basis. This will
ensure an instant and correct propagation of the consequences of the
new computed data throughout the established network.
Determination of enthalpies of formation: Since the relation between reaction enthalpies and enthalpies of formation can be written in a similar
way as in Equation (2) for each reaction, the reactions in the database
can be summarized in a matrix equation [Eq. (3)]:
aX ¼ Y

ð3Þ

in which the vector Y (with dimension Nr) contains the Nr-computed reaction enthalpies and the vector X (with dimension Nf NB, in which NB
is the number of the selected base elements) contains the DfH values as
results. The elements of the input matrix a, with dimension Nr 
(NfNB), are the signed stoichiometric factors, and the sign depends on
whether the species is a reactant, in which case its stoichiometric factor is
negative, or a product, when its stoichiometric factor is positive.
The weighted least-squares solution of Equation (3) is obtained by solving[56] Equation (4):
AX ¼ B

ð4Þ

in which A ¼ aT ga, B ¼ aT gY, and gi ¼ 1=d2i , in which di is the uncertainty attached to the ith reaction enthalpy. The dimension of the extremely
sparse matrix A is (NfNB)  (NfNB), and Equation (4) is a simple
system of linear equations that can be solved in a straightforward way.
Uncertainties of computed reaction enthalpies: Attachment of dependable uncertainties to computed reaction enthalpies is more or less straightforward within the composite FPA approach. The results of the present
study prove that in the studies performed using this approach the attached uncertainties appear to be conservative in all cases studied. However, it is rather unclear how to attach an uncertainty to a reaction enthalpy computed by means of a model chemistry scheme. One possible
solution was suggested by Klopper et al.,[77] who, at a particular level of
electronic structure theory, came up with the formula s = n  0.13 kJ mol1
for the total statistical uncertainty of their computed atomization ener-
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In our previous spectroscopic studies that employed MARVEL,[61, 64, 65] it
turned out that the robust reweighting technique[66] is especially well
suited for the adjustment of the measured uncertainties of the spectroscopic transitions and self-consistency can be achieved. Based on this experience, we preferred to use the same technique for adjusting the uncertainties of the computed reaction enthalpies. In the robust reweighting
technique, the adjustment formula is very simple and one uses the expression [Eq. (5)]:
g~i ¼

1
d2i þ a D2i

ð5Þ

to increase the values of the uncertainties. In Equation (5), Di is the difference between the original database entry and its prediction and a is a
positive number, a  1=3 ,[66] chosen for the given dataset. Smaller values of
a mean that the adjustment process proceeds somewhat slower but
smoother. Adjustment of the uncertainties in the NEAT protocol is done
iteratively, based on Equation (5), and the iteration can be stopped when
the quantity [Eq. (6)]:
X
i

g~i D2i
Nr  Nf þ NB

ð6Þ

becomes as close to 1 as desired.
The input uncertainties present in the dataset were chosen to correspond
to 2s. Thus, before using them in the iterative reweighting scheme as di,
they were divided by a factor of 2. The recomputed, robustly reweighted
uncertainties of the reaction enthalpies are given in Table S2 of the Supporting Information.
Uncertainties of the enthalpies of formation: After executing the robust
reweighting procedure, one obtains an internally consistent dataset, in
which each reaction enthalpy can be reproduced by the calculated enthalpies of formation within the given uncertainty limits. In a self-consistent
database the uncertainties of the enthalpies of formation can be computed as [Eq. (7)]:
ej ¼ t

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
A1
jj

ð7Þ

For t = 2, ej represents an approximately 95 % confidence limit for the uncertainty of the enthalpies of formation. These are the uncertainties that
are reported in Table 1 as the primary results of the present investigation.
Reference values: Since in NEAT one needs to solve an overdetermined
system of linear equations, we need references that fix the zero point(s)
of the enthalpies of formation. There are two possible choices: either the
chemical elements (H2, N2, O2, and so on) are the zero points, as historically has been chosen, or the atoms (H, N, O, and so on) in their ground
electronic states. Our preferred choice is the atom-based referencing that
leads to atom-based (AT) thermochemistry.
Atom-based thermochemistry appears to be a much better choice when
the database contains ab initio reaction enthalpies as, for example, the reaction enthalpy of the Cgraphite !Cgas reaction cannot be computed
straightforwardly, thus leading to considerable uncertainties in the enthal-
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Table 1. Comparison of Df H0AT enthalpies of formation, the results of the
NEAT protocol, with those of the ATcT approach. The enthalpy values
are in kJ mol1.
ATcT[a]

Species

No. of reactions

No. of sources

NEAT

H2O
C 2H2
CO
CH
NH3
OH
CH3
H2
CO2
CH4
CH2
NH
O2
HF
HO2

17
13
13
13
12
12
11
11
11
10
10
9
7
7
7

11
9
9
6
8
6
8
9
8
7
4
4
6
6
5

918.05(20)
1625.78(40)
1072.08(28)
334.61(15)
1157.44(33)
425.93(21)
1209.64(29)
432.07(0)
1597.77(40)
1641.68(40)
752.40(21)
327.69(25)
493.51(34)
566.13(31)
694.53(32)

917.83(3)
1626.16(24)
1072.13(9)
334.66(23)
1157.25(4)
425.62(3)
1209.63(13)
432.07(0)
1598.27(9)
1642.24(12)
752.70(26)
328.43(29)
493.69(0)
565.97(1)
694.46(22)

[a] All ATcT values are taken from ref. [48], except CH4, taken from
ref. [74].

py of formation of the carbon atom.[91] Furthermore, using the atombased referencing all of the known atomization reactions results in unambiguous reactions. Therefore, it is best to start building the database of
computed reaction enthalpies with atomization reactions. Then, one can
add reactions to the database in which a maximum of one species is not
defined by one of the atomization reactions. The present database contains 361 reactions that correspond to 188 species. Note that the electron
was also given a zero reference value to allow the inclusion of cations
and anions in the database. In the AT approach, the reaction enthalpy of
a gaseous reaction [e.g., that of Eq. (1)], is simply the difference between
the total atomization energies of the reactants and the products.
To make the conversion between atom-based and the traditional element-based enthalpies of formation, one needs the nonzero enthalpies of
formation of the atoms when the elements form the zero reference
points. All the necessary reference atomic values, for example, DfH0ACHTUNGRE(Cgas),
were chosen to correspond to the most recent ATcT values available to
us, compiled in ref. [46].

Results and Discussion
In what follows, the principal thermochemical results of the
NEAT protocol are discussed along with comments related
to the protocol itself. Selected enthalpies of formation obtained within the atom-based and the element-based conventions are presented in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.
Table 1 presents Df H0AT enthalpies of formation determined
in this study along with ATcT total atomization energies
taken from the literature. Table 2 provides a similar assessment of the NEAT results with respect to the standard
states of the elements; it also contains some further literature values.
As mentioned before, the complete database assembled
during this work contains 361 reactions and 188 species. The
species for which results are given in Tables 1 and 2 were selected as follows. A NEAT enthalpy of formation, Df H0AT , is
called dependable if the chosen species has participated in
at least 7 reactions and the reaction enthalpies come from at
least 4 different sources. Only dependable enthalpies of for-
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Table 2. Comparison of Df H0o enthalpies of formation, the converted results of the NEAT protocol, with those of ATcT. All values are in
kJ mol1.
Species

NEAT[a]

H2O
C 2H2
CO
CH
NH3
OH
CH3
CO2
CH4
CH2
NH
HF
HO2

239.18(23)
228.67(35)
114.09(32)
592.62(24)
38.52(26)
36.90(16)
149.66(34)
392.98(40)
66.35(46)
390.86(29)
359.17(17)
272.82(35)
15.09(23)

ATcT[b]
238.92(4)
228.20(64)
113.81(17)
593.19(36)
38.91(40)
37.09(5)
149.94(11)
393.11(1)
66.58(6)
390.65(54)
–
272.73(24)
14.96(64)

[a] The conversion factors applied, all in kJ mol1, to the entries of
Table 1 are as follows: Df H0o (H) = 126.035, Df H0o (C) = 711.194, Df H0o (N) =
470.818, Df H0o (O) = 246.795, and Df H0o (F) = 77.27.[6] [b] All ATcT values
are taken from ref. [46], except CH4, taken from ref. [56].

mation are given in the main body of the paper and our discussion is focused on these species. Further NEAT enthalpies of formation are given in the Supporting Information
for all species in the present database, but these numbers
should not be taken literally due to the insufficiency of the
information determining these enthalpies of formation.
Reaction networks: When a database of computed reaction
enthalpies is built, it can happen that it contains so-called
floating networks. A network of reactions is called floating
if none of its members are connected, through other reactions in the database, to the reference species. The present
database, as reported in Table S1 in the Supporting Information, contains no floating networks.
One particular significance of the reaction network is that
it can increase the reliability, or decrease the uncertainty, of
the computed enthalpies of formation. When a species is involved only in reactions that do not form circles, the uncertainty of DfH0 is larger than in cases when the reactions
form at least one circle. To show this, we note that if one
calculates the enthalpies of formation of CH, CH2, and CH3
using only their atomization reactions, with uncertainties of
1.0, the uncertainties of DfH0 would be 1.0. However, if one
adds to the database combination reactions (e.g., CH2 =
CH + H and CH3 = CH2 + H, with the same uncertainties),
the uncertainties become 0.71.
Overall cost of NEAT: The true utility of the NEAT protocol depends on the cost associated with the weighted leastsquares refinement and the adjustment of the initial uncertainties by means of robust reweighting. It is reassuring that
the overall cost is minuscule due basically to the sparsity of
the design matrix. The present database contains 361 entries,
so one needs to invert a matrix of this size. The whole protocol was executed in just a few seconds on a modern personal
computer.
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There seem to be no practical limits in using the NEAT
protocol for the purposes of computational thermochemistry. For a test database that contained 10 000 reactions, the
memory requirement was less than 50 MB and the refinement took less than 10 min on a personal computer. The expected cost when the database of computed reaction enthalpies grows to a size on the order of 100 000 can be judged
from the performance of the related code MARVEL. Preliminary MARVEL studies performed for the water isotopologues HD16O and H216O show that such large databases can
easily be handled with the protocol and the code written,
though the CPU time might increase to several hours.
Accuracy: As mentioned in the Introduction, considerable
advantages of the ATcT[56, 57] and MARVEL[61] protocols include that, by a grand least-squares refinement of all the
available related experimental information given in a network, one can judge the accuracy of most of the individual
measurements and, at the same time, reduce the uncertainties of the derived enthalpies of formation or energy levels.
Since NEAT is a protocol similar to both ATcT and
MARVEL, it is anticipated that the uncertainties in a given
DfH0 value can be reduced if reaction enthalpies from a
large number of computations are available.
This indeed turned out to be the case. For example, the
best ab initio determination of the atomization energy of
the CH radical,[33] obtained within the FPA scheme, is
1
592:48þ0:47
0:56 kJ mol . The corresponding NEAT value is
(592.53  0.26) kJ mol1. Clearly, the least-squares refinement lowered the uncertainty substantially but left the recommended Df H0AT value basically unchanged.
Model chemistries: As part of this project, for a large
number of relatively simple species in the NEAT database
G1, G2, G2MP2, G3, and W1U model chemistry computations have been performed (Figure 2). The best utilization
of the resulting energies and enthalpies was investigated in
some detail, and NEAT produced some useful results that
facilitated judgment of the overall accuracies of these model

Figure 2. The overall accuracy of the model chemistries G1, G2, G2MP2,
G3, and W1U based on the set of 25 species treated in the HEAT database,[46] presented as a probability distribution function (abscissa in
kJ mol1). Performance of the model chemistries is referenced to the
NEAT values obtained in this study.
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chemistries. This is important, as these simple model chemistries can be applied to considerably larger species than are
present in our database at the moment.
The simplest way to utilize the computed enthalpies
through model chemistries is to define a total atomization
reaction for each new species and enter the resulting reaction and the corresponding reaction enthalpy into the database. This way one can include as many new species as possible and all these reactions are unambiguous by definition.
It is clear, however, that the uncertainties that should be attached to these reactions are much larger than if a chemically motivated reaction was used in which the new species participates. The reactions that lead to the smallest possible uncertainties are those in which a minimum number of bonds
is broken, involve the maximum number of closed-shell species both as reactants and products, and the products are as
close in their bonding pattern to the reactants as possible.
These requirements help to take advantage of the often employed “cancellation of error principle” of electronic-structure theory. It is often not possible to fulfill all these criteria
simultaneously and thus some care should be exercised
when selecting the best reaction. For example, when trying
to determine the enthalpy of formation of formaldehyde it
is advantageous[80] to use the reaction H2CO = H2 + CO over
either H2CO = C + H2O or H2CO = 2 H + C + O.
The error analysis of the G1, G2, G2MP2, G3, and W1U
model chemistries was based on the 25 species treated by
the HEAT protocol[46] and on the NEAT enthalpies of formation as reference values. This error analysis, which results
in the distribution of the errors, was based on the following
formula [Eq. (8)]:

1ðPÞ ¼




1
1 PD 2
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ exp 
2 Dstd
Dstd 2p

ð8Þ

in which Dstd is the standard deviation and D is the mean
error characterizing each model chemistry (in kJ mol1). The
Gaussian distribution curves corresponding to the G1, G2,
G2MP2, G3, and W1U atom-based enthalpies of formation
with respect to NEAT are given in Figure 2. Clearly, the
worst performer is the G2MP2 model chemistry. Somewhat
surprising is the good performance of the G1 model chemistry. The other three model chemistries show the expected
behavior. Note that the high-accuracy HEAT model chemistry.
Conversion between the atom-based and the element-based
approaches: Conversion of the enthalpies of formation between the atom-based (AT) and the standard element-based
approaches is rather simple. Suppose that the standard enthalpies of formation of the atoms, Df H0 ðAÞ, are known
from some source. Then, the standard (element-based) enthalpy of formation of an AaBb species, Df H0 , can be computed from the NEAT result, Df H0AT , as in Equation (9):
Df H0 ðAa Bb Þ ¼ Df H0AT ðAa Bb Þþa  Df H0 ðAÞþb  Df H0 ðBÞ
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Clearly, this conversion process has only one considerable
drawback: one needs to know the Df H0 ðAÞ values a priori.
Fortunately, by now these entities are available from several
sources and their uncertainty is reasonably small, though
with some important exceptions (for example, the atoms C
and B).
Effect of the inclusion of highly accurate entries into the database: One question one might ask concerning NEAT is
what happens if one includes in the database, besides the
computational results, those experimental entries, usually
obtained by means of sophisticated spectroscopic measurements, that have uncertainties much smaller than those of
modern quantum-chemical techniques. Of course, ultimately
one arrives this way at the ATcT database, which principally
contains measured quantities (and also some computed results). Since it was not the purpose of the present work to
duplicate the ATcT database, we performed only a few “experiments”.
As an example, let us take the first dissociation energy of
water, which is known very accurately as D0 = (492.215 
0.002) kJ mol1.[15] Inclusion of this entry in the database
fixes, of course, the difference between the AT enthalpies of
formation of OH and H2O, as none of the computed results
come even close to the precision of this particular experiment. This, in turn, changes slightly the two enthalpies of
formation as well. Without this entry, the values are
Df H0AT ðOHÞ = (425.91  0.21) and Df H0AT ðH2 OÞ = (918.05 
0.21) kJ mol1, whereas after the inclusion of this entry into
the database they become Df H0AT ðOHÞ = (425.87  0.17) and
Df H0AT ðH2 OÞ = (918.09  0.17) kJ mol1, now showing the expected D0 difference correctly, just like the reference ATcT
values (Table 1). The new datum makes Df H0AT ðOHÞ move
closer to the supposedly correct ATcT value but that of
H2O moves away, thus showing the intrinsic imprecision of
the computed entries at the level of 0.2 kJ mol1 in this case.
Since after robust reweighting the original dataset becomes
self-consistent, the inclusion of a new and accurate entry
should not change the enthalpies of formation outside their
uncertainty limits. As to the values of the uncertainties,
these did not change significantly either. The principal
reason for this is that the first dissociation energy of water is
not connected directly to the reference (atomic) values and
thus a single accurate entry is unable to have a substantial
effect on the overall uncertainties. Nevertheless, if a highly
accurate number was entered for a species directly connected to the references (e.g., the dissociation enthalpy of OH
was known with similar accuracy as that of H2O), it would
move the precise bottom value to a subsequent diatomic
level, thereby providing increased accuracy and “rigidity” to
the whole dataset. Of course, this can be extended upwards,
and moving from atoms to diatoms and then to triatomic
species seems the best way to increase the overall accuracy
and thus the utility of the present NEAT approach and of
any similar ones.
Finally, it is important to emphasize that the simple structure of the NEAT protocol enables straightforward hypothe-
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sis testing. Assuming tentative values or related uncertainties for certain data entries, one can test for consistency and
for the effect of new computed data on the NEAT DfH
values. This should help to identify “weak links” within the
existing network and contributes toward the meaningful utilization of available computational resources to improve
thermochemical knowledge.

Conclusion
It is common knowledge and requires no further justification that state-of-the-art computational quantum chemistry
that employs wavefunction-based methods has become a significant source of accurate thermochemical data, competitive with even some of the best experimental techniques.
These often costly computations, best performed within the
framework of the composite focal-point analysis (FPA) philosophy, can provide a large number of accurate thermochemical information to the scientific and engineering communities. Since ab initio computations do not suffer from
the same constraints as experiments (they do, however,
suffer from others), it is usually easier to perform computations than doing experiments on, for example, reactive, unstable, or transient species. Clearly, an accurate quantumchemical reaction enthalpy, even at a single temperature
(say, at 0 K), or a related computed enthalpy of formation
can be used directly and have significance on its own. Nevertheless, as this study demonstrated, this is not the optimal
use of computational quantum chemistry for thermochemical applications. The seemingly optimal way to extract the
full amount of information present in computed reaction enthalpies obtained using several protocols of different sophistication is to assemble them into a network and do a simultaneous analysis of all the available information by means of
weighted linear least squares. This way, one achieves several
important goals, all at the same time, as the reaction network built provides: 1) the best currently known computed
values of the enthalpies of formation, including uncertainties
lower than that of even the best related individual computation, thus representing the overall consensus of wavefunction-based ab initio theory; 2) a simple scheme that allows
for an efficient update and extension of the database, perhaps over the Web, with full allowance of tracking each
entry; 3) a straightforward testing facility of new theoretical
data; and 4) strong and, even more importantly, weak links
within the database and a possibility of identifying missing
links between species of interest or uncertain reaction enthalpies, the updating of which would be most beneficial in
enhancing the information content of the complete database. Furthermore, the reaction network provides, through
the robust reweighting scheme, a simple way to identify literature sources that contain overly optimistic uncertainties
for the entry reaction enthalpies and a straightforward and
easily controllable adjustment technique to improve the uncertainties until self-consistency is achieved within the database. Finally, the weighted linear least-squares approach
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that has been chosen not only presents a simple route to utilize the interdependencies between the species within the
database but also a way to plan further reaction enthalpy
computations and forecast their overall effect on the thermochemical knowledge attainable.
To minimize the externally required information, the
NEAT protocol developed in this publication, in which
NEAT stands for a network of computed reaction enthalpies
that lead toward atom-based thermochemistry, does not utilize any other information except the zero reference values
for the ground electronic states of the atoms, which can be
computed with relative ease. To have cations and anions in
the database, the reference value of the electron is also set
to zero. For the same reason, we plan to extend the NEAT
database only at 0 K and propose to do any temperature or
other corrections a posteriori. Note that, in this respect, the
accuracy of the temperature corrections of the thermodynamic quantities is considerably better than the intrinsic
precision of the underlying 0 K enthalpy values, especially if
the desired temperature was as low as 298.15 K. The switch
to an atom-based reference scheme forms the basis of atombased thermochemistry (AT), whereby the enthalpy of formation of a gaseous compound would directly reflect the
bonding within the molecule, a highly useful feature of AT
over element-based thermochemistry. Of course, for liquids
and solids, one would need to include additional enthalpy as
well as entropy terms if the temperature was not set to 0 K.
Atom-based thermochemistry has several advantages well
beyond first-principles thermochemistry, though they are
not explored here.
As to technicalities, NEAT is fast and with the robustly
reweighted linear least-squares protocol described it does
not seem to be difficult to treat a database that contains reaction enthalpies on the order of 100 000. Thus, the technical
limits of NEAT are rather far, even if the database were extended to lot more elements than treated presently.
The only notable drawback of the protocol described,
shared by ATcT[56] and MARVEL,[61] is that introduction of
each new reaction enthalpy into the database results in new
enthalpies of formation and uncertainties for all species.
First, this is just a small, unavoidable disadvantage that
needs to be compared to all the related advantages of the
proposed protocol. Second, with proper accounting and
keeping versions of the database and its refinements after
all major changes, this becomes an even less significant
issue.
From a reaction network assembled as part of this study
that contained 361 entries and 188 species, the following dependable 0 K atom-based enthalpies of formation, DfH AT
0 ,
all in kJ mol1, have been obtained in this study: H2 =
432.07(0),
CH = 334.61(15),
NH = 327.69(25),
OH =
425.93(21),
HF = 566.13(31),
CO = 1072.08(28),
O2 =
493.51(34), CH2 = 752.40(21), H2O = 918.05(20), HO2 =
694.53(32), CO2 = 1597.77(40), CH3 = 1209.64(29), NH3 =
1157.44(33), C2H2 = 1625.78(40), and CH4 = 1641.68(40), in
which the uncertainty values given in parentheses represent
95 % confidence intervals and, due to the NEAT protocol,
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are usually lower by about 50 % than those characterizing
even the most accurate directly computed ab initio reaction
enthalpies (atomization energies). The full potential of the
NEAT method will be revealed if the underlying database
of high-quality ab initio reaction enthalpies is developed
much further.
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